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where the short and less important observations can be set before our
fellows; where the progress of investigations can be stated and coopera-
tion asked

;
where movement, for the benefit of botanists (such as the

Exchange Club) can be initiated ; where the botanists can meet infor-
mally and become better acquainted. Such were the objects of its founders,
and these features it should be our endeavor to preserve. Any attempt
to dignify it by adding formalities or limiting its freedom of speech
would only ruin it.

As it is, there is a growing tendency to encroach upon the biologi il

section. The sectional committee this year followed the precedent of the
past two years, and arranged the programme so that all the botanical

papers were read in the morning, and all the zoological in the afternoon.
This year the " cutting " of zoological papers by the botanists was more
marked than ever. Hardly a corporal's guard was present in the after-

noon. The zoologists, who largely attended in the morning, complained
of the desertion, and with justice. Weare quite convinced— the convic-

tion has been growing for two years— that the programme should be once
more arranged so as to intersperse the papers. Not that botanists should
be made to listen to what they don't want to hear, but they should not be

invited to desert the section, for they are likely to hear a zoological paper

which will be quite as instructive and suggestive as a botanical one.

We are quite unable to account for the fact that in general the

Botanical Club was better attended this year than the biological section.

The zoologists were in the minority, both in number of members and

number of papers. Very little can be claimed, however, for the quality

of the botanical papers. With some exceptions, they showed a narrow-

ness of observation and a superficiality of study which were lamentabi

« we may assume the hortative, do let us broaden our conceptions of

"instigation, and when a subject is undertaken, look it from all sides,

8t ndy its literature, and bring our observations and experimen to bear

uPon it in such a way that we reach not a conclusion, but the conclusion,

and the only conclusion. If we do not narrow it to that point we lose HI,

and have merely our trouble for our pains.

OPENLETTERS.

Prof. E. Hackel, on the citation of authors.
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On the other hand, are you sure that Mr. Bentham, if f xaminingall
the species named above, would maintain them all with the rank of

specie^? Possibly, yes ; but y< u can assert nothing, and therefore you
can not attribute such names as Triodia Texana to him. * * *

As matters now are we must quote Triodia Texana Vasey in * The
Grasses," etc., etc. The botanist who seeks this name in vour book finds
the indication " Tricuspis Texana Thurb.," and low lie is at a loss where
to find more information about that species. The author of Triodia
mutica is F. L. Scrib. in Bull. Torr. Bot. Club X, p. 30. He is also the
author of Hilaria rigida (in Bull. Torr. Bot. Club IX, p. 86), not Bentham,
who, in Notes on Gram., p. 62, mentions only H. cenchroides, H. Jamesii,
H. mutica, H. sericea, as congeners.

I is true that it is no merit to change a name if another has given
the reasons for changing it, but the quotation of any name of author
behind a combination of names expresses or proposes no acknowledgment of

merit at all, but serves only to guide the botanist in his search for infor-

mation about the specie*. This is the principle recognized by most
European botanists, and it implies the other principle that the quotation
of the book where to find information is more important than that of

the author of the name.

Concerning nomenclature.

laoe
1 was ™uch surprised when I read in the Botanical Gazette (June,

I8SS, p. lol)
:

" Shall the law of priority apply only to the combined
generic and specific name, or to the specific appellatfbn as well?"

it 1 understand it means a doubt as regards the fixity of a specific
name when a species is transferred to another genus.

±nis point has been clearly considered and settled in the 57th article

u^.n '8
<>f Nomenclature, recommended by the Botanical Congress

Held at Paris in August, 1867 1
:

"When a species is moved into another genus the specific name is

maintained, unless there arises one of the obstacles mentioned in the

articles 6z and 63." (If the name exists already in the genus or could
lead to some misconception.)

This rule is in conformity with the general principle not to change
names without absolute necessity. It has also an advantage, which is to

neip remembering a species formerly in another genus.
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'Sff nomenclature. When Mexican cities have been transferred
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Polygamous flowers in the watermelon.
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